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ABSTRACT 
As a model problem in qualitative matrix technology, we consider the possible 
arrangements of unambiguously signed entries in a product of sign pattern matrices. 
Among many results, the permutation digraphs that occur as digraphs of the unam- 
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biguous entries of the square of a sign pattern matrix are characterized. 0 Elsevier 
Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If only the signs of the entries of a real n-by-n matrix A are known, the 
sign pattern of A2 is not necessarily predictable, but is also not generally 
arbitrary. Some entries of A2 may be unambiguously signed, and there may 
also be correlation among the signs of collections of entries that are individu- 
ally ambiguously signed. We raise here the natural question of which sign 
patterns may occur in A2, given only the sign pattern of A. In our 
experience, such information about A2, or other functions of A, can be 
useful in intermediate stages of qualitative matrix problems; see [l] or [2]. 
When the solution of a problem depends upon such information that is 
subtle to obtain, the problem often proves difficult. As there is relatively little 
known about such foundational aspects of qualitative matrix theory, we have 
identified the A2 problem as a fundamental model problem in this area. By 
itself, it is a subtle and multifaceted problem, and we are able only to address 
a portion of it here. Specifically, we suppose that A has no entries equal to 0, 
and we ask what are the possible graphs of the unambiguously signed entries 
of A2, over all possible square (+ , -) sign patterns A. We also make some 
observations about negative entries among the unambiguously signed ones. 
By M, “(S), we mean the set of all m-by-n matrices whose entries lie in 
the set S. ‘We abbreviate M,,.(S) to M,(S). Thus, M,(R) is the set of all 
n-by-n real matrices, and M,({ + , -}) is the set of all n-by-n ( + , - > sign 
pattern matrices. There is a natural relation between the members of M,,(R) 
with no O-entries, and M,({ + , - }>. A ssociated with each A E M,({ + , - }), 
there is a class of real matrices, called the sign pattern class of A, defined by 
Q( A) = (I3 E M,( R) 1 sgn bij = aij for all i and j). 
We say that two ( + , -) n-by-l vectors u and v match if uTv is unambigu- 
ously signed, that is, + or -, according to the natural arithmetic of the 
relationship between { +, -} and R. If uTv is unambiguously + (respec- 
tively, - ), we refer to this as a positive (respectively, negative) match. 
Otherwise, we set uTv = #. If A, B E M,({ +, -}), we may view AB as a 
member of M,({ + , - , #}). If the i, j entry of AR is #, there are matrices 
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A’ E Q(A) and B’ E Q(B) such that the i, j entry of A’B’ is positive, 
negative, or zero. The i, j entry of AB is + (respectively, - ) if and only if 
(row i)* and (co1 j), constitute a positive (respectively, negative) match. 
In the next section, we introduce the notions necessary to describe our 
results, we summarize some graph theoretic concepts, and we introduce some 
basic technology. 
2. NOTATION, CONCEPTS, AND TOOLS 
In order to give the best description of our results, we use bipartite 
graphs to represent the matchings in the product of matrices A and B, 
where A E M,,,, ,({ +, -)> and B E M , ,,({ +, -}). Henceforth, we let 
G( A, B) be the bipartite graph (or bigrap K > on m + n vertices consisting of 
the elements of V = {1,2, . . . , m} representing the rows of A, and V’ = 
{l’, 2’, . . . ) n’} representing the columns of B, such that {i, j’} is an edge in 
G( A, B) if and only if (row ijA is matched with (co1 j),. If G contains every 
edge from V to V’, then G is a complete bigraph. A biclique of a bigraph is a 
maximal complete subgraph. 
To represent the matchings in the square of a single (arbitrary) matrix A 
in M,({ + , - }), we use the directed graph (or digraph) D( A2> on n vertices, 
in which (i, j) is a directed edge in D( A2) if and only if (row i): = f (co1 j),. 
Any permutation u on (1,2, . . . , 1) gives rise to a digraph, called the 
permutation digraph of (+, whose edges are of the form (i, a(i)>. In 
particular, for a cycle (iii, . . . ik) of length k, we get the permutation digraph 
(also called a cycle) with edges (i,, i2>, (i,, i-J,. . . ,G,, iI>. If ri, r2,. . . ,r,,, 
are permutations whose index sets are mutually disjoint, then m = m1m2 *a* 
rm corresponds to a permutation digraph. Permutation digraphs are consid- 
ered in Section 6. 
Finally, to represent the matchings in a symmetric matrix A, E 
M,({ +, -}), we use the undirected graph G( At), in which {i, j} is an 
undirected edge in the edge set if and only if (row i)* is matched with 
(co1 j>, = (rowj),. 
Let N be the relation defined by (row i)* m (rowj), if and only if 
(row i)* = *(rowj),, that is, if and only if (row i)* and (rowj), are 
matched. Then clearly - is an equivalence relation on the set of all rows of 
A. A similar equivalence holds for the columns of A. Let R,, . . . , Rk 
(respectively, C,, . . . , C,) be the equivalence classes of the set of all rows of 
A (respectively, the set of all columns of B). We assume that no row in R, is 
matched with any row in Rj, i # j. If (row i): = *(co1 j),, then all rows in 
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the equivalence class of (row i>* are matched with all the columns in the 
equivalence class of (co1 j), . Consequently, it suffices to consider the equiva- 
lence classes of rows and columns of A. In the spirit of this equivalence, if 
there are p rows in R, and 4 columns in Cj, and if each row in Ri is 
matched with each column in Cj, then we write pR, +B qCj. This says that 
there are p rows of type i in A matched with q columns of type j in B. 
Henceforth, we use only the equivalence classes of rows and columns to 
describe the matchings in A2 (or AB). 
Finally, let {G( A, B)} be th e set of all realizable bipartite graphs of the 
matchings in AB, among all entrywise nonzero conformable patterns A and 
B. Similarly, let {G( A:)) be the set of all realizable undirected graphs of the 
matchings in At, for all ( + , - ) symmetric patterns A,. We characterize 
these sets in the next section. 
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF {G(A:)} AND {G( A, 10) 
We first consider A E M,, ,({ +, -}> and B E M,,“({ +, -)). As in 
Section 2, G( A, B) is the bipartite graph of the matchings in AB, and if 
(row i)_., and (co1 .)s are matched, then i and j’ are neighbors in G( A, B). 
Clearly, as pointe d out in Section 2, if (row ii)* = +(row is)*, then i, and i, 
have the same neighbors in V’; similarly, if (co1 j,), = f (co1 j,), , then ji 
and j; have the same neighbors in V. Suppose 
ii + i, implies (rowi,). z -+(rowi,)., and 
j, #j, implies (colj,), # f(colj,),, (3.1) 
that is, no rows of A (columns of B) are matched. Under the hypothesis 
(3.1), if G is the graph G(A, B) for some A and B, then each i E V 
(j’ E V’) has degree 0 or 1 (that is, 0 or 1 neighbors). Conversely, we show 
that any bipartite graph G on V, V’ such that each i E V (j’ E V’) has 
degree 0 or 1 can be obtained as the graph G(A, B) of the matchings in AB 
for some matrices A and B such that the condition (3.1) holds. 
To show this, permuting the vertices in V and V’ if necessary, we may 
assume that {1,2, . . . , a} is the set of vertices in V with degree 1, and that 
(l’, 2’, . . . , /!I’} is the set of vertices in V’ with degree 1. Counting the edges 
of the graph in two ways, we see that (Y = /3. To construct A and B, we 
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observe that G( A, B) is invariant under multiplication by a signature matrix 
(a diagonal matrix with + entries on the diagonal) on the left of A or on the 
right of I?. Thus we may assume that the first column of A (first row of B) is 
all +. 
Let Abeanymxp(+, -) pattern with distinct rows and whose first 
column contains all +‘s, and for j = 1,2,. . . , a, let the jth column of B be 
(rowj):. Forj = o + 1,. . . , n, choose these distinct columns of B such that 
the first row of B is all + and the transpose of any of these columns is not 
equal to any row of A. It then follows that 
AB = 
+ # # *** # : 
# + # --- # 1 
# # *. -. : 1 # ]an_a . . . 
i- #: 
# . . . ..: # + ; 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
# Llx,a : # lm-a,n-a 
where J is the all + pattern, G = G( A, B), and (3.1) holds. (For this 
construction, we choose p so that 2 P- ’ > m + n - C-Y.) The converse is thus 
established. 
Without the hypothesis (3.0, a common neighbor property is needed, 
namely, if i,, i, E V (or j;, jh E V’) have a common neighbor, then i, and i, 
(or j; and j;> have the same set of neighbors (adjacency set). This simply 
means that G( A, B) is a disjoint union of bicliques, together with possible 
isolated vertices. We are now ready to prove the following characterization. 
THEOREM 3.2. A bipartite graph G is the bipartite graph G( A, B) of 
the matchings in AB for some (+ , - > patterns A, B if and only if G is a 
disjoint union of bicliques, together with possible isolated vertices. 
Proof. First assume G = G( A, B), where A and B are say m X p and 
p x n (+, -> patterns, respectively. Let _ be the equivalence relation 
defined in Section 2, and suppose we have k (respectively, 1) equivalence 
classes of rows of A (respectively, columns of B). From what was proved 
under the hypothesis (3.1), we know there are sets of vertices V and V’ in a 
bipartite subgraph of G, with card(V) = k, card(V’) = I, and such that each 
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i E V and j E V’ has degree 0 or 1. Extending the adjacencies of the 
subgraph through the equivalence classes, we obtain the bipartite graph G, 
and also see that G is a disjoint union of bicliques, together with possible 
isolated vertices. 
For the converse, assume the bipartite graph G is a disjoint union of 
bicliques, together with possible isolated vertices. We can then obtain sets of 
vertices V and V’, in a bipartite subgraph G’ of G, where each i E V and 
j’ E V’ has degree 0 or 1, and when extending the adjacencies of G’ through 
the bicliques, we get G. From what was proved earlier regarding the 
condition (3.1), we have ( + , - ) patterns A’ and B ’ such that G’ is the 
bipartite graph G( A’B ‘> of the matchings in A’B ‘. Now, simply repeating 
each row (column) of A’ (B ‘) the appropriate number of times, we obtain 
(+, -> patterns A and B, where G = G( A, B), the bipartite graph of the 
matchings in AB. The proof of the theorem is now complete. n 
We note that the graphical characterization in theorem 3.2 is not suffi- 
cient to characterize the bipartite graph G( A, A) of the matchings in A’, 
where A is in M,,({ + , - 1). Consider the bipartite graph G: 
1 
7 
1’ 
2 02’ 
which is a biclique together with an isolated vertex. If G = G( A, A) for 
some 2 X 2 (+, -> pattern A, then (row i)A = f(co1 l)A, and (row i>I * 
(co12), = #, i = 1,2. However, it is easy to check that there is no 2 X 2 
(+, -> pattern A meeting these conditions. Thus G is not the bipartite 
graph of the matchings in A2 for any A in M,({ +, -}). Indeed, a complete 
characterization of the possible directed graphs D( A2) appears very difficult. 
However, if the order of a nonzero sign pattern is sufficiently large, we obtain 
the following result. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let G, be the disjoint union of bicliques K,,,, (1 =S 
i < t), with n = Cl= Ini > C:= ,m,, and let 1 be minimal with respect to 2’ > 
t + 2. Then there exists a matrix A E M,+,({ +, --I> such that G( A, A) = 
G, U {isolated uertices). 
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Proof. Consider the block matrix construction 
ml m2 m3 
. . . mt % 1 
+ + + . . . + + + . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
ffz 
+ + + . . . + + : 
a2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
a3 
+ + + . . . + + : 
a3 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . 
. . 
. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
at 
+ + + . . . + + : 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
ffa 
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where m, = (Ci,lni) - (E:=imi), and (Y,,, (Ye,..., q are distinct (+, -) 
1 X I patterns, different from + ( + , . . . , + ), such that each entry of q, + 
Cl= 2 oi is ambiguous, which is possible because 2’ > t + 2. Note that 1 > 2, 
and the last 1 rows (columns) of A are not matched with any column (row) of 
A. It is easy to see that the first t groups of rows are distinct, and the 
row-column matchings are niRi @ miCi, 1 < i < t. Thus A has G( A, A) = 
G, U (isolated vertices}. W 
Observe that the bipartite graphs of matchings G( A, AT), A E 
M,,,, ,({ + , - }), and G( As, A,), where As is a symmetric pattern in 
M mxm(( + , -}>, are essentially the same. However, as noted in Section 2, it is 
more natural to use the undirected graph G( A:) of the matchings in Ai, for 
a symmetric pattern A,. The following theorem characterizes the possible 
G( A;). 
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THEOREM 3.4. An undirected graph G is the undirected graph G( Ai) 
of the matchings in A: for some symmetric A, E M,({ + , -}) if and only if G 
is a disjoint union of cliques. 
Proof. The necessity should be clear. For sufficiency, given an (arbi- 
trary) collection of certain clique sizes k,, k,, . . . , k,, we want to obtain A, 
where G( At) is the disjoint union of the cliques. To this end, define the 
block matrix 
As = 
\ 
where each A, E Mkixk({ +)I for i Z j, A,, E Mk,(( + I), and A,i E 
M,({-})forall i = 2,..., p. Then it is clear that G( Ai) is the disjoint union 
of the desired cliques. n 
4. PRELIMINARY RESULTS ON THE MATCHINGS IN A2 WHEN 
EACH ROW IN A IS MATCHED WITH SOME COLUMN 
We begin by observing the operations we can perform on A that preserve 
the matching structure of A 2. Since the proofs of the following statements 
are trivial, we state our first lemma without proof. 
LEMMA 4.1. Zf A E M,({ + , - }>, then the matching structure of A2 is 
preserved isomorphically under the following operations: 
(i) negation; 
(ii) transposition; 
(iii) signature similarity SAS, with S a signature matrix; and 
(iv) permutation similarity PTAP, with P a permutation matrix. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A be any matrix (over any set) of order n. Suppose that 
each row of A is equal to the transpose of some column of A. Then each 
column of A is equal to the transpose of some row of A. 
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Proof. We use induction on n. The result is clearly true for n = 1. Now 
assume the result is true for n - 1, and consider the case for n. First note 
that if A = (a,) has order n with n distinct rows, then the hypothesis 
implies that there are n distinct columns in A, and each column is matched 
with exactly one row of A. 
Next assume that A has two equal rows. Without loss of generality, 
suppose that the first two rows of A are equal, so that each column begins 
with two equal components. Further, each row is matched with some column 
implies that each row begins with two equal components. Thus, the first two 
columns of A are equal and A has the form 
A= 
a11 
_-- 
a11 
a31 
a VI1 
I a11 
1_--_ 
I a11 I 
u13 -** 
._------- 
a13 *-- 
a33 a** 
a n3 *** 
%l 
a3” 
a nn 
Let A, be the submatrix of A obtained from A by deleting the first row 
and the first column. Observe that (row i):, equals (c01j),~ if an only if 
(row(i + 1)): equals (col(j + 111,. In view of the equality of the first two 
columns of A, it suffices to consider A,. It is clear that the hypothesis of the 
lemma is true for A,. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, every column of 
A, is matched with some row of A,, and consequently every column of A is 
equal to some row of A. n 
When we say two vectors over a field are matched, we mean that one is a 
nonzero scalar multiple of the other. 
THEOREM 4.3. L..et A E M,(F), where F is any field. Suppose each row 
of A is matched with a column of A. Then each column of A is matched with a 
row of A. 
Proof. We use induction on n. First note the result is clear if no two 
rows are multiplies of each other. Thus, assume, without loss of generality, 
that the first two rows of A are matched. Note that scalar multiplication (by a 
nonzero scalar) and diagonal congruence DTAD preserve the matchings of 
A2. 
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Then we may suppose A has the form 
a aI2 *** a,, 
\ 
a a12 --* a,, 
A = a31 as2 *** a3n * 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
a 7&l a n2 a *** nn / 
Since each column begins with two equal components, the hypothesis implies 
that the same is true for the rows of A. Thus A has the form 
‘a a al3 .** al, 
a a aI3 **a a17I 
A = a31 a31 a33 **- a3n 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
a II1 a nl a n3 *** a nn 
The result follows by using the same argument used in the proof of Lem- 
ma 4.2. n 
COROLLARY 4.4. If A E M,({+, -1) is such that each row of A is 
matched with some column, then each column of A is matched with some row 
ofA. 
Proof. Let F = GF(3), and let B = (bij) E Q(A) such that bij = 1 
whenever aij = +, and b, = 2 whenever aij = -, Then the result follows 
by applying Theorem 4.3. W 
Throughout the remainder of this paper, we talk about the row and 
column matchings in a matrix A E M,,({ + , - 1). In order to simplify our 
statements, rather than saying “the rows of A and the columns of A are 
matched according to the following format,” we say “the RC matchings in A 
are.” We are now ready to state the next corollary, which is fundamental to 
many of the remaining proofs in this section. 
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COROLLARY 4.5. Let A E M,({ + , - )) with the following RC matchings: 
We have Cf,lki = n ifand only if Ef=,ji = n. 
Proof. Follows directly from Corollary 4.4. n 
In our next theorem, we show how the cardinalities of the equivalence 
classes in the row set are related to the cardinalities of the equivalence classes 
in the column set. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let A E M,({ +, -}> with the following RC matchings: 
where C:= Iki = n. Then C:= 1 ji = n, and there exists a permutation IT on 
0,2, a. *, t) such that ki = jrci) for each i, 1 Q i < t. 
Proof. Perform a permutation similarity and a signature similarity on A 
if necessary, so that we may assume the first k, rows of A are equal, the next 
k, rows are equal, etc. This way the rows of A are grouped into t classes in 
natural order, so that each class contains equal rows. The argument used in 
the proof of Lemma 4.2 implies that the first k, columns are equal, the next 
k, columns are equal, etc. Thus we get t classes of columns, each containing 
equal columns. Since we must have at least t distinct columns, we see that 
different classes represent different vectors. W 
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EXAMPLE 4.7. Let 
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+ -+ -*=  + -+* I 1 -  +  + + -+
Then the RC matchings of A are 
Here k, =ji = 1, k, =j, = 2, and k, =j, = 1. Thus, the permutation 
guaranteed by Theorem 4.6 need not be the identity. 
5. PROPERTIES OF THE NUMBER OF MATCHINGS IN A2 
In this section, we let D,, = { D( A2> 1 A E M,({ +, -})} denote the set of 
all realizable graphs of the matchings in A2 among all A E M,(( + , - )). 
Clearly, A2 is completely signed if and only if A has RC matching: nR, e 
nC,. Here D( A2) is the complete directed graph on n vertices, and the 
cardinality of the edge set E is n2 (IEI = n2>. On the other hand, when no 
row of A is matched with any column of A, then every entry in A2 is 
qualitatively ambiguous (i.e. #). In this case, D(A2) is a set of n isolated 
vertices, and the cardinality of the edge set E is zero (1 E 1 = 0). A natural 
question now arises, namely, if 0 < IEl < n2, what are the possible graphs 
in D,,? 
To answer this question, we let N,(A) = number of #-entries in A2 = 
n2 - (number of matchings in A’). Then, clearly, N,(A) is invariant under 
the operations listed in Lemma 4.1. Further, from our discussion in para- 
graph 1 of this section, we have proved the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let A E I$({+, -1). Then N,(A) = 0 ifund only ifA has 
RC matching: nR, * nC,. 
COROLLARY 5.2. For any A E M,({ -I-, -}), D( A’) is a complete di- 
rected graph on n vertices if and only if NJ A) = 0. 
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We now turn our attention to the graphs in D,, with 0 < I El < n2. To do 
this, we first prove that if NJ A) > 0, then N,(A) > 2n - 2, that is, 
IEI = n2 - N,(A) G n2 - 2n + 2. 
THEOREM 5.3. L.et A E M,({ + , -1) be such that NJ A) > 0. Then 
N,(A) > 2n - 2. 
Proof. Equivalently, we need to show that if A2 does not have n2 
matchings, then the number of matchings in A2 is less than or equal to 
n2 - (2n - 2) = (n - 1j2 + 1. Following the notation in Theorem 4.6, we 
may assume that n > 2, 1 < k, < n - 1, 1 < j, < n - 1, and we see that 
the number of matchings in A2 equals Z~,,kij, Q k,j, + (n - k,Xn -j,). 
Since the roles of k I and n - k, may be interchanged, we may assume that 
k, > n - k,. Then we have 
klh + (n - kd(n -A) G kljl + (n - k&n -jd 
+k-b - kdl(n --A - 1) 
= k,(n - 1) + (n - k,) 
= k,(n - 2) + n 
Q (n - l)(n - 2) + n 
= (n - 1)’ + 1. 
Thus the number of matchings in A2 is less than or equal to (n - 1>2 + 1, 
and it follows that N,( A) > 2n - 2. n 
Our next example shows that the upper bound on I E I is sharp whenever 
N,( A) > 0. That is, there is a matrix in M,({ + , - }) that has exactly 2n - 2 
#-entries in A2. 
EXAMPLE 5.4. Let A = (aij) E M,({ + , - 1) be defined by 
+ forall i #j 
ajj = + forall i=j#p 
- for i=j=p, where p~{1,2 ,..., n}. 
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Then 
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A2 = 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
+ 
+ 
# 
+ 
+ 
# 
# 
+ 
+ 
# 
+ 
+ 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
+ 
+ 
# 
+ 
+ 
and it follows that N,(A) = 2n - 2, or [El = n2 - 2n + 2. 
THEOREM 5.5. Suppose n > 3. If A E M,({ + , -)> such that IV& A) > 
0, then 1 El < n2 - 2n + 2, where E is the edge set of D( A’), and equality 
holds if and only if A is equivalent (in the sense of Lemma 4.1) to the matrix 
in Example 5.4. 
Proof. Sufficiency follows from Lemma 4.1 and Example 5.4. 
For necessity, assume IEl = n2 - 2n + 2. Then from the inequalities in 
the proof of Theorem 5.3, we must have k, = n - 1 whenever k, > n - k,. 
Equating the number of matchings in A2 gives (n - l)jl + n - j, = 
(n - 1)’ + 1 or (n - 2)j, = (n - 2)(n - l), and it follows that j, = n - 1 
for n > 3. For k, < n - k,, we can similarly show that k, =j, = 1. Then 
from 1 + Cf,,k,j, = (n - 1)2 -I- 1, it follows that t = 2, and k, =j, = n - 
1. In both cases, we get two equivalence classes with cardinalities equal to 
n - 1 and 1. Without loss of generality (perform a permutation similarity on 
A if necessary), assume that the first n - 1 rows are matched with some 
n - 1 columns. Further, by negation and/or signature similarity, we may 
assume that the first row is all plus. Since the first row is matched with n - 1 
columns, these n - 1 columns must be all plus. Clearly, this means that all 
n - 1 rows in this equivalence class are all plus. This forces exactly one 
negative entry in the last row of A. If this negative entry is not in the (n, n) 
position, then the last row is not matched to any column, which would result 
in a contradiction. Thus, up to equivalence, A = (aij), where ajj = - for 
i =j = n, and aij = + otherwise. n 
However, for n = 2, there are two inequivalent sign patterns such that 
IEl = n2 - 2n + 2, represented by 
(I ‘) and (1 ;)- 
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LEMMA 5.6. Let A E M,,({ + , - 1) be such that A2 has no #‘s in thejrst 
column. Then A or -A is signature similar to the all -I- sign pattern. 
Proof. By choice of signature similarity, the last row of either SAS or 
S( -A)S contains all + entries, for some signature similarity. Assume, 
without loss of generality, that it is SAS. Then the first column of SAS 
contains all + entries; otherwise 
(sA2s),, = ((SA~)(SAS)),, = (+ .-- +)+ - .-- +jT 
= #, 
which would imply that ( A2),, = #, contradicting the hypothesis. Similarly, 
since the first column of SAS contains all + entries, each row of SAS must 
he all positive; otherwise we get a #-entry in the first column of SA2S (and 
A’). Thus SAS, the asserted signature similarity of A, is the all + sign 
pattern. n 
We note that, in Lemma 5.6, the first column of A can be replaced with 
any column or row. Thus, we have the following: 
COROLLARY 5.7. If A E M,({ + , -}), then either N#( A) = 0, or A2 has 
a #-ent y in eve y row and column. 
COROLLARY 5.8. Let A E M,({ +, -1) be such that A2 has no #‘s 
located below or on the main diagonal. Then A is signature similar to the all 
+ sign pattern (or all - sign pattern), and A2 has no #-entries. 
Thus the directed graph of #‘s in A2 is acyclic only if all its vertices are 
isolated. 
The following results describe the number of negative matchings when 
the matched rows are distinct. 
THEOREM 5.9. Let A E M,,(( + , -}I. Suppose that there is an index set 
(Y c {l, 2,. . . ) n) such that the rows (Y are (collectively) matched in a l-l 
way with the columns CY (in some order). Let p be the number of negative 
matchings among these. Then p 1 (Y 1 is even. 
Proof. By considering the principal submatrix A[cr], we may assume 
IcrI = n. 
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Performing a permutation similarity if necessary, we may assume that the 
first p rows are negatively matched. Let 
S = diag{ -, -, . . . , - , +, +, . . . , +}. 
P 
Then the rows of SA are positively matched with the columns of A. Hence 
SA has the same number of + (or -> signs as A. Since there have been pn 
negations, this would be impossible if pn were odd. n 
As a consequence, we have 
COROLLARY 5.10. Let A E M,({ + , - 1) where n is odd. Suppose D( A’) 
is an n-cycle. Then A2 has an even number of negative matchings. 
THEOREM 5.11. Let A E M,,({ +, -1). Suppose II i.s an n-cycle. 
Then there is a signature pattern S such that (SAS)’ has one negative 
matching if A2 has an odd number of negative matchings and (SAS)’ has no 
negative matching if A2 has an even number of negative matchings. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that D( A’) is the permutation 
digraph of the cycle (12 3 . . . n). Then 
# S, # 
# s2 
A2 = # *. 
# *: s,_, 
%I # 
where the Si indicate the signs of the matchings in A’. Let 
S = diag(l,Sr,S,S, ,..., S,S, *** S,_,) 
It is straightforward to check that the signs of the matchings in (SAS)’ are 
given by 
(SJ2> (sls,)2, (sJ,s,)2 ,..., (S,S, . ..Sn_J2. S,S,S,...S”. 
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Only the last one can possibly be negative, and it is negative precisely when 
there are an odd number of negative matchings in A2; in this case the 
matching row n w co1 1 in ( SAS)2 is negative. n 
We are now ready to examine the permutation structure of the graphs 
in 0,. 
6. CHARACTERIZATION OF PERMUTATION GRAPHS IN D, 
In the fully matched case considered in Section 4, Theorem 4.6 and its 
proof provide much useful information. After performing a permutation 
similarity and signature similarity, if necessary, the rows (columns) of A can 
be grouped into t classes in natural order, with each class containing a 
number of equal rows (columns). Then A2 becomes a t X t block matrix, 
with the diagonal blocks square and each block uniformly signed + , - , or #. 
Hence, the fully matched case reduces to the case of fully matched distinct 
rows (columns). A natural question arises, namely: Which permutation di- 
graphs can be achieved as the digraph of the matchings of an A2? If the 
permutation digraph corresponding to a permutation r is achievable in this 
way, we say the permutation r is achievable. 
We begin by considering sign patterns A E M,({ + , - }) for which D( A2> 
is an n-cycle. To this end, let P(Z) be the Z-by-Z matrix defined by 
P(Z) = 
- - 
- - 
- 
VW 
where the unspecified entries are all + . If Z = 2, then 
P(2) = ( 1 I)7 
and D(P(2)2) is the complete digraph on two vertices, which is not a 
permutation graph. If Z = 4, then 
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In this case, we have an equal number of + and - entries, which results in 
the RC matchings 
D(P(4)2) is 
1 2 
c3 4 3 
In both these cases, D(P(Z>2> is not a permutation graph. However, if 1 z 2 
and 1 # 4, then since the negative entries in any two rows of P(Z) are not all 
in the same columns, and the number of + entries in a row does not equal 
the number of negative entries, we get 1 distinct rows, that is, Z unmatched 
rows. Similarly, we get 1 unmatched columns. Clearly, the RC matchings for 
P(Z)2 are 
(row 1) -(co1 2) 
(row 1 - 1) -(co1 1) 
(row Z> @(co1 1) 
with all the matchings positive. Thus, D(P(Z)‘) is the permutation graph of 
7r= (12 . . . Z), and we have proved the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.2. Zf P(Z) is the Z-by-Z matrix defined by (6.11, and if 1 # 2 
and 1 z 4, then D( P(Z)‘) is the permutation graph of IT = (12 . . . I). 
Our next step is to consider permutations corresponding to products of 
simple cycles whose index sets are mutually disjoint. To do this, let n > 2, 
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and define the block matrix P by 
where the off-diagonal blocks are all +, each P(n,> is defined by (6.1), 
n, # 2 and ni # 4 for all i = l,...,k, and C:=,ni = n. Henceforth, we 
assume, without loss of generality, that in any statement, the index sets for 
the cycles are mutually disjoint and elementwise in consecutive order. Clearly, 
the matchings in P2 correspond to the permutation r = ~~7~s *** rk, with 
each 7rTTi an ni-cycle. 
More generally, we have the following result. 
LEMMA 6.3 (Pasting lemma). Zf rTT1, ?T~,. . . , rk are permutations that 
are achievable with only positive matches, and with the corresponding sign 
patterns having no uniformly signed rows (columns), then the permutation 
T = 7T17Ts a-- rk is achievable. 
Proof. If rr, rs,. . . , rk are achievable with sign pattern matrices 
A,, A 2>‘“> A,, respectively, then it is easy to check that rr = mrrrs *a* rk is 
achievable by 
where the off-diagonal blocks are all + . n 
To characterize the permutation graphs in D,,, we must consider cycles of 
length 2 and 4. We fi rs s t h ow that any number of 2-cycles can be pasted 
together to form a permutation with all 
dimensional sign pattern. 
positive matchings in an even 
LEMMA 6.4. Zf r = rlrz --- rk, and each rTTi s a 2-y&, then IT is 
achievable for some matrix in Mzk({ + , -)), for all integers k > 2. 
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Proof. Let k = 2, and define P,(k) by 
I+ +:+ - 
P,(2) = 3. . .; .i. ; . .I. 
- 
\+ . 1 
- . + + 
Then P,(k) has RC matchings 
(row 1) H (col2), 
(row 2) f) (co1 1) , 
(row 3) - (co1 4)) 
(row 4) ++ (co1 3), 
and D(P,(k)2) is the permutation digraph of n = rTT17r2, where r1 = (12) 
and r2 = (34). N&e that for k = 3, we have 
‘+ +:+ -:+ - 
+ +:- +:- + . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
P,(3) = ; T ; ; = ; + ; 
- 
. . . . . . .*. . . . . . . I.. . . . . . 
- +:- +:+ + 
+ - . + -* + + 
I *+ - 
P,(2) ; ; + 
- 
= 
. - + . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
- + - +:+ 
+ - + -.+ : 
All positive matchings in P,(2) are preserved in P,(3), rows 2 k - 1 and 2k, 
that is, rows 5 and 6 are distinct from all other rows, and (row(2k - 1)) +B 
(col2k), (row2k) +a (col(2k - 1)). 
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Thus D(P,(3)‘) is the permutation digraph of r = rTTIrz7rs, where 
7ri = ((2i - 1) 2i) for i = 1,2,3. C onsequently, we can use mathematical 
induction to conclude that if 
/ +:+ -: :+ -\ 
; + : - + : *** : - + 
. . . . . . . .* . . . . . . . ._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
- + * + + * ...I + - 
*+ . 
P,(k) = . I+. . .,. :. . . ..+. :. . . .:. .T.. .$: . , (6.5) 
* . . .* . 
. . . . .* 
. . . . . .._......._............. 
- 
+ : - + : . . . . 1 
+ -.+ -. : 
J 2kx2k 
then D( P2(k)2> is the permutation digraph of r = ri *** ?rk, where rTTi = 
((2i - 1) 2i) for all i = 1, . . . , ii, and for all integers k > 2. W 
Although D( P(4)2), h w ere P(4) is the defined by Equation (6.1) does 
not represent a 4-cycle, we now show that a e-cycle and a 4-cycle can be 
achieved with all positive matchings. 
Define 
P 2.4 = 
+ +:+ - + - 
+ +:- + - + 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
- +:- - + + 
+ -:+ - - + 
- +:+ + - - 
+ -.- + + - 
’ + + : + - . . . \ 
+ + : - + -** 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
= - + : 
+ -1 P(4) * . . . : 
I 
. . . / 
Here we have used the alternating construction for the off-diagonal blocks 
that we used in (6.5). Observation shows that the alternating construction 
preserves the nonloop positive matchings in the 2-by-2 positive diagonal 
block, and distinguishes all the rows. In particular, note that the first and 
third rows in P(4) are negatively matched, but are distinguished when 
extended into P2 4 by the alternating construction. Thus D(Pi,4) is the 
digraph of m = ?;irr,, where rTT1 = (12) and m2 = (3 456). In general, if 
k > 4 is an even integer, define 
I+ + : + - . . . ’ 
+ + : - + mm* 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
P 2,k= - + : > (6.6) 
+ ---I P(k) . . 
. . . . . . 
(k+z)x(k+z) 
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where P(k) is defined by (6.1). Then the alternating structure of the 
off-diagonal blocks distinguishes the rows, and D(P&) is the digraph of 
n- = ~rrrs, where z-i = (12) and rrs = (34.e. k + 2). 
If k > 4 is even, we can define 
(6.7) 
It is easy to see that D( Pl k) is the digraph of 7r = ~rn-~, where z-i = (12 3 4) 
and ‘TT~ = (5 . . . k + 4). From the constructions in (6.5), (6.6), and (6.7), we 
have proved the following: 
LEMMA 6.8. Zf rTTz is any even ycle of length k, then the digraph of 
m = ‘TT,T~ is in D2+k if ITS is a 2-cycle, or in D, +4 if ml is a 4-cycle. 
We further observe that Lemma 6.8 can be extended to a product of 
three even cycles, with at least one a 2-cycle or a 4-cycle. 
We now consider the permutation m = n-i7r2, where n1 is a e-cycle and 
n-s is any odd-cycle of length k. By Corollary 5.10 and Theorem 5.11, any 
( + , - > pattern for which the RC matchings form an odd cycle of length k is 
signature similar to one with only positive matchings. Thus, up to negation, 
permutation similarity and signature similarity, any pattern that can achieve _ 
r = rrrrs must be of the form 
P 2,k = 
Yl *1 : 
Yz x2 * 
. . P(k) 
. : 
\ ik x; : 
I 
g2 k = 
+ _ : x1 x2 ‘*’ xk 
+ + : Yl !42 -*’ Yk 
. . . . . . .._.............. 
Yl --Xl : 
or 
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where P(k) is any pattern achieving (3 4 . . . 2 + k) with only positive 
matchings. To preserve the positive matchings in P(k), we must have 
(row i) = (co1 i + 1) for all i = 3,. . . , k - 1, and for i = k, we have (row 
k) = (co1 3). It follows that xi = yz = xg = y4 = +*. = x&2 = yk_i = xk 
= yi = x2 = y3 = *** = yk_a = rk_i = yk = xi. Thus xi = yi for all i = 
1 ,***1 k, and we cannot distinguish rows 1 and 2, tha: is, we do not get a 
2-cycle from the first two rows and columns. In P,, k, to preserve the 
matchingsin P(k), we must have fjr tjz *me yk = XIXZ *** xk = - yi tjz *** yk, 
which yields a contradiction. We conclude that we do not get a e-cycle 
together with an odd cycle. Clearly, this argument could be extended to 
include any number of odd cycles. Thus we have proved the following. 
LEMMA 6.9. Zf 7~ = n-1 -*- mk is a pemutation co&sting of madly one 
2-cycle and all other cycles are odd, then the digraph of 7~ is not in D,,, 
where n = EfCIl(~,). 
Finally we consider the permutation rr = 7rTT1mTTz, where ri is a 4-cycle 
and m2 is any odd cycle of length k. 
It is easy to see that for 
‘4,k = (‘I”’ p;,) 
the rows of P4 k are distinct and D(Pi k) is the digraph of ri7~~. Thus we 
have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.10. Zf T = TUT,,, where TT~ is a 4-ycle and ITS is any odd 
cycle, then rr is achievable. 
We are now prepared to state our main result in this section. 
THEOREM 6.11. A permutation T = rrlrTTz *** rk, where the T~‘S are 
cycles, is achievable if and only if it is not the case that exactly one TV is a 
2-cycle and all other rr,!.s are odd cycles forj + i and k > 2. 
Proof. Necessity follows from Lemma 6.9. For sufficiency, we first note 
that a single e-cycle can be achieved with the matrix 
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while a single 4-cycle is achieved by + -- -  + -- 
i I +  + --  + + 
(Each of these uses both positive and negative matches.) Next recall that in 
Lemmas 6.2, 6.3, 6.4,6.8, and 6.11, the permutations can all be achieved with 
positive matches. Finally, any permutation T = rlnTTz *a* rrk, where it is not 
the case that exactly one rri is a 2-cycle and all other 7rj’s are odd-cycles can 
be achieved by using these lemmas and pasting. W 
In this paper, we have considered matrices in M,(( + , - }) for which all 
rows and columns were matched. A natural extension of this work is to 
consider matrices in which not all the rows and columns are matched. 
The authors would like to thank the referee for helpful suggestions. 
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